killed the queens and save their own lives in the process.
When their reluctant partnership blooms into a tenuous romance, they must overcome their own dark secrets in hopes of
a future together. But first they have to stay alive.
Caraval by Garber
YA GarbS
Scarlett has never left the island where she lives with her sister
and her cruel father, but she has always dreamed of seeing
Caraval– the once a year performance where the audience has
a chance to participate in the show. When Scarlett receives an
invitation to the show, she travels there with a mysterious sailor. When she’s kidnapped by Caraval’s master organizer, Legend, she realizes all that she’s heard about Caraval may not be
true.
A Blade So Black by McKinney
YA McKiL
The first time the Nightmares came, it nearly cost Alice her life.
Now she's trained to battle monstrous creatures in the dark
dream realm known as Wonderland with magic weapons and
hardcore fighting skills. when Alice's handsome and mysterious
mentor is poisoned, she has to find the antidote by venturing
deeper into Wonderland than she’s ever gone before. Yet even
warriors have a curfew.
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Kingdom of Souls by Barron
YA BarrR
Born into a family of powerful witchdoctors, Arrah yearns for
magic of her own. But each year she fails to call forth her ancestral powers, while her ambitious mother watches with growing disapproval. There’s only one thing Arrah hasn’t tried, a
deadly last resort: trading years of her own life for scraps of
magic. Until the Kingdom’s children begin to disappear, and
Arrah is desperate to find the culprit. She uncovers something
worse. The long-imprisoned Demon King is stirring. And if he
rises, his hunger for souls will bring the world to its knees, unless Arrah pays the price for the magic to stop him.
Seraphina by Hartman
YA HartR
In a world where dragons and humans coexist in an uneasy
truce and dragons can assume human form, Seraphina, whose
mother died giving birth to her, grapples with her own identity
amid magical secrets and royal scandals, while she struggles
to accept and develop her extraordinary musical talents.
A Court of Thorns and Roses by Maas
YA MaasS
Dragged to a treacherous magical land she only knows about
from stories, Feyre discovers that her captor is not an animal,
but Tamlin, a High Lord of the faeries. As her feelings toward
him transform from hostility to a fiery passion, the threats
against the faerie lands grow. Feyre must fight to break an
ancient curse or she will lose Tamlin forever
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Red Queen by Aveyard
YA AveyV
Mare Barrow's world is divided by blood -- those with Red blood
serve the Silver-blooded, who are gifted with superhuman abilities. Mare is a Red, scraping by as a thief in a village, until a
twist of fate throws her in front of the Silver court. Before the
king, she discovers she has an ability of her own. As Mare is
drawn further into the Silver world, she risks everything to help
the Scarlet Guard -- a growing Red rebellion -- even as her
heart tugs her in an impossible direction. One wrong move can
lead to her death, but in the dangerous game she plays, the
only certainty is betrayal. First in a series.
Strange the Dreamer by Taylor
YA TaylL
In the aftermath of a war between gods and men, a hero, a
librarian, and a girl must battle the fantastical elements of a
mysterious city stripped of its name.
Clockwork Princess by Clare
YA CassC
When seventeen-year-old orphaned shapechanger Tessa Gray
is kidnapped by the villainous Mortmain in his final bid for power, the London Institute rallies to save her, but is beset by danger and betrayal at every turn. First in a series.
The Cruel Prince by Black
YA BlacH
Jude was seven years old when her parents were murdered and
she and her two sisters were stolen away to live in the treacherous High Court of Faerie. Ten years later, Jude wants to belong
there, despite her mortality. But many of the fey despise humans. Especially Prince Cardan, the youngest and wickedest
son of the High King. To win a place at the Court, she must defy
him--and face the consequences. First in a series.
The Weight of Feathers by McLemore
YA McLeA
Although Lace Paloma knows all about the feud between the
Palomas and the Corbeaus, she finds herself falling for Cluck
Corbeau when he saves her life while both supernaturally talented families are performing in the same town.
Fire & Flood by Scott
YA ScotV
Tella's brother Cody is sick and getting worse, so when she
finds instructions on how to become a contender in the dangerous Brimstone Bleed race where she can win a cure for him,
she jumps at the chance--but there is no guarantee that she will
win, or even survive. First in a series.
Children of Blood and Bone by Adeyemi
YA AdeyT
After an ancient magic artifact is discovered in the kingdom,
seventeen-year-old Zélie, her older brother Tzain, and rogue
princess Amari fight to restore magic to the land and activate a
new generation of maji, but they are ruthlessly pursued by the
crown prince, who believes the return of magic will mean the
end of the monarchy.
The Belles by Clayton
YA ClayD
In a world where Beauty is a commodity only a few control, one
Belle will learn the dark secrets behind her powers, and rise up
to change the world
The Merciful Crow by Owen
YA OwenM
Fie, a sixteen-year-old chieftain from a lowly cast of mercykillers, must rely on her wits and bone magic to smuggle the
crown prince of Sabor to safety.

The Gilded Wolves by Chokshi
YA ChokR
Paris, 1889: The world is on the cusp of industry and power, and the
Exposition Universelle has breathed new life into the streets and
dredged up ancient secrets. In this city, no one keeps tabs on secrets
better than treasure-hunter and wealthy hotelier, Séverin MontagnetAlarie. But when the all-powerful society, the Order of Babel, seeks
him out for help, Séverin is offered a treasure that he never imagined:
his true inheritance

fore they become unlikely survival partners.

The Last Voyage of Poe Blythe by Condie
YA CondA
Seeking to avenge the murder of her true love while on a dredge ship
searching for gold, fifteen-year-old captain Poe Blythe becomes the
architect of new defenses designed to destroy her enemies.

Wicked Fox by Cho
YA ChoK
Eighteen-year-old Gu Miyoung has a secret--she's a gumiho, a
nine-tailed fox who must devour the energy of men in order to
survive. But when she crosses paths with a human boy, Jihoon,
being attacked by a goblin, she breaks the rules of survival to
save him. As Miyoung’s friendship with the human boy develops
into something more, she must choose between her immortal
powers and Jihoon’s life.

Six of Crows by Bardugo
YA BardL
Six dangerous outcasts. One impossible heist. Kaz's crew is the only
thing that might stand between the world and destruction--if they
don't kill each other first
Rebel of the Sands by Hamilton
YA HamiA
Amani is desperate to leave the dead-end town of Dustwalk, and
she's counting on her sharpshooting skills to help her escape. But
after she meets Jin, the mysterious rebel running from the Sultan's
army, she unlocks the powerful truth about the desert nation of
Miraji...and herself .
The Hazel Wood by Albert
YA AlbeM
Seventeen-year-old Alice and her mother have spent most of Alice's
life on the road, always a step ahead of the uncanny bad luck biting
at their heels. But when Alice's grandmother, the reclusive author of
a cult-classic book of pitch-dark fairy tales, dies alone on her estate,
the Hazel Wood, Alice learns how bad her luck can really get.
All of Us With Wings by Kiel
YA KielM
Seventeen-year-old Xochi's life changed when she became governess to precocious twelve-year-old Pallas, but the duo unintentionally
summons a pair of ancient creatures determined to right the wrongs
of Xochi's adolescence.
Renegades by Meyer
YA MeyeM
As Nova nears her goal of avenging the Renegades, who overthrew
the villains to establish order from ruin, Nova grows close to justiceseeking Renegade Adrian, but her allegiance to the villains could
destroy them both
Scythe by Schusterman
YA SchuN
In a world where disease has been eliminated, the only way to die is
to be randomly killed ('gleaned') by professional reapers ('scythes').
Two teens must compete with each other to become a scythe--a
position neither of them wants. The one who becomes a scythe must
kill the one who doesn't.
Furyborn by Legrand
YA LegrC
When assassins ambush her best friend, Rielle risks everything to
save him, exposing herself as one of a pair of prophesied queens: a
queen of light, and a queen of blood. One thousand years later, a
bounty hunter for the Undying Empire, Eliana, believes herself untouchable--until her mother vanishes. Eliana joins a rebel captain and
discovers that the evil at the empire's heart is worse than she ever
imagined. As Rielle and Eliana fight in a cosmic war that spans millennia, their stories intersect, and the shocking connections between
them ultimately determine the fate of their world--and of each other.
Carve the Mark by Roth
YA RothV
Living on a violent planet where everyone develops a unique power
meant to shape the future, Akos and Cyra, youths from enemy nations, resent gifts that render them vulnerable to others' control be-

Shadow and Bone by Bardugo
YA BardL
Surrounded by enemies, the once-great nation of Ravka has
been torn in two by the Shadow Fold, a swath of near impenetrable darkness crawling with monsters who feast on human
flesh. Now its fate may rest on one lonely refugee, Alina, and an
untamed power she didn’t know she possessed.

We Hunt the Flame by Faizal
YA FaizH
Zafira is the Hunter, disguising herself as a man when she
braves the cursed forest of the Arz to feed her people. Nasir is
the Prince of Death, assassinating those foolish enough to defy
his autocratic father, the king. If Zafira was exposed as a girl, all
of her achievements would be rejected; if Nasir displayed his
compassion, his father would punish him in the most brutal of
ways. Both are legends in the kingdom of Arawiya—but neither
wants to be.
An Ember in the Ashes by Tahir
YA TahiS
Laia is a Scholar living under the iron-fisted rule of the Martial
Empire. When her brother is arrested for treason, Laia goes
undercover as a slave at the empire's greatest military academy
in exchange for assistance from rebel Scholars who claim that
they will help to save her brother from execution
The Diviners by Bray
YA BrayL
Evie O’Neill has been exiled from her boring old hometown and
shipped off to the bustling streets of New York City—and she is
pos-i-tute-ly ecstatic. It’s 1926, and New York is filled with
speakeasies, Ziegfeld girls, and rakish pickpockets. The only
catch is that she has to live with her uncle Will and his unhealthy
obsession with the occult whilst trying to hide her own supernatural capabilities. First in a series.
Sorcery of Thorns by Rogerson
YA RogeM
All sorcerers are evil. Elisabeth has always known that. Raised
as a foundling in one of Austermeer's Great Libraries, Elisabeth
has grown up among the tools of sorcery. She hopes to become
a warden, charged with protecting the kingdom from their power. Then an act of sabotage releases the library's most dangerous grimoire. Elisabeth's desperate intervention implicates her
in the crime, and she is forced to face justice in the capital. With
no one to turn to but her sworn enemy, the sorcerer Nathaniel,
and his mysterious servant, she finds herself entangled in a
centuries-old conspiracy. Not only could the Great Libraries go
up in flames, but the world along with them.
Four Dead Queens by Scholte
YA SchoA
Keralie Corrington may seem harmless, but she's one of
Quadara's most skilled thieves. Varin, is an upstanding citizen of
Quadara's most enlightened region. Varin runs afoul of Keralie
when she steals a package from him. When Varin attempts to
retrieve the package, he and Keralie find themselves entangled
in a conspiracy that leaves all four of Quadara's queens dead.
The two decide to join forces, endeavoring to discover who has

